
She was a successful child actor, queen of South
Indian cinema, Bollywood’s Queen Bee, sex sym-
bol and respected performer. It always seemed
there was little that Sridevi could not do. But one
day, she gave it all up to marry producer Boney
Kapoor and be a stay-at-home mother to their two
daughters. Fourteen years on, she’ll be back —on
screen and in the eye of the camera. Sridevi talks
motherhood and painting Michael Jackson with
Bharati Dubey. Excerpts:

Why did you finally agree to do a film?
� I used to get a lot of offers but nothing really
excited me. Something or the other would come
up and I would turn down films. But when R Bal-
ki came to me, I was completely floored by the
one-line narration of the script.
Were your daughters keen on you making a
comeback?
�Yes… Both my daughters (Jahnvi and Khushi)
would tell me ‘Mom, you have to do at least one
film!’ Their friends would tell them their moth-
ers are my fans. But you can’t get carried away
just because your children want you to do a film.
When this film came to me, both (me and my
husband) loved the idea. Boney is also particu-
lar that whether the film is made by him or
someone else, it has to be the right film for a

comeback.
When do you start shooting?
� It will take place in June during my children’s
vacations. They are my first priority -- I want to
be there when they go to school and when they
return.
You quit after working without a break for
30 years. Was it hard to walk away from it all
considering you were very young when you
started to act?
� I started working from the age of four in all
South Indian languages. Fortunately for me, my
parents and family members always ensured
that I led a normal life and focused only on my
work. I do the same now —I focus on the upbring-
ing of my children, and being there for the fam-
ily.
But you must have missed out on a normal
childhood?
�Not at all! I enjoyed my childhood and I am re-
living it through my daughters.
Is there any recent film at all that you wish
you’d been cast in?
� No. The thrill of watching my children grow
and being involved in my husband’s films never
made me feel otherwise.
It must be hard to return after 14 years be-
cause you might have found there aren’t

enough roles for actors as senior as you?
� It is difficult for an actor, who’s achieved a
particular status, to slip into any role that
comes her way. But one can’t get desperate too,
and sign any film that comes her way. There’s
no point in comparing with Hollywood; it’s a
different ball game altogether. I do see changes
happening here, albeit slow —different kinds
of cinema are being attempted, and the audi-
ence is accepting it too.

Does being married affect the way an actor
is perceived?
�Being married does come in the way of an ac-
tor, but then you have Kajol, who has proved
that it doesn’t really matter. I believe people
know how to value a good and talented actor. I
also believe that the industry’s attitude to-
wards married (female) actors is changing, but
slowly. Someone like me only hopes for the best.
Would you accept a mother’s role?
� Why not? If the role is challenging, I don’t
mind taking up the role.
When it comes to you and Madhuri Dixit,
the audience is bound to expect a good

dance sequence in the film…
� I really don’t know if there will be scope for a
dance sequence. I am someone who surrenders
to the director completely.
Madhuri said that both of you were always
pitched as rivals but you have never spoken
to each other?
� Of course, we’ve met! Our relations have al-
ways been very cordial.
You were known for your professionalism
back then. Your comments on the current
crop of actors?
� I am amazed by their professionalism. They
are very hard-working, open to doing anything
for their career and above all, very disciplined.
The perception is that you have never let
people come close to you and did not open up
to people…
� I do have a lot of friends from within and out-
side the industry, but otherwise one is in the in-
dustry to showcase one’s talent. I don’t believe
in exhibiting myself. I am an introvert, but if I
become friends, I give my 100% to that relation-
ship.
When did you start to paint?
� I have been painting since childhood; it was a
form of relaxation for me. I usually do oil paint-
ings. I never have exhibited them, but give

them away to my friends. I have also done a
painting of Michael Jackson.
Kamal Haasan once called you his soul-
mate when it came to onscreen-pairings.
What do you think of that?
� I am flattered! He's an ex-
tremely talented actor,
and I, too, have enjoyed
working with him in
almost 40-odd films.
The rumour is that
you had work done
on your face?
� I have spoken
enough about
how I keep
myself fit.
As for the
media’s
specula-
tion, it
makes
me
laugh!

‘Rumours that I had work done on my face make me laugh’
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India-Pakistan relations —a
challenge at the best of times,
and in the doldrums since 26/
11 —received an unexpected
boost last month from an un-
likely source: cricket. When
the two countries became

semi-finalists in the game’s quadrennial
World Cup, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh
invited his Pakistani counterpart, Yousaf Ra-
za Gilani, to watch the game with him at Mo-
hali, with talks over dinner. Though the result-
ing thaw has involved no substantive policy
decisions, Singh has nonetheless changed the
narrative of the countries’ relations, and
seized control of a stalemated process. 

Some Indian critics are less than en-
thused. The government suspended talks
with Pakistan after the horrific attacks on
Mumbai. By talking again at such a high level,
despite there being no significant progress in
Pakistan in bringing the perpetrators to jus-
tice, India, the critics charge, has in effect sur-
rendered to Pakistani intransigence. 

Indeed, the critics point out that the wide-
ranging and comprehensive talks agreed to by
the two sides are the old “composite dialogue”
under a new label. It was this very dialogue
that India justifiably called off after Mumbai:
there was no point talking to people whose ter-

gradual action. But, as Singh has realized, just
talking about these questions can make clear
what India’s bottom lines are and the mini-
mum standards of civilized conduct that India
expects from its neighbour. And, should it
prove necessary, dialogue can also be used to
send a few tough signals. 

“Cricket diplomacy” is not new on the sub-
continent. It was tried twice before, each time
with Pakistani military rulers travelling to In-
dia. General Zia ul-Haq’s visit to watch a match
in Jaipur in 1986 was an exercise in cynicism,
since it was aimed at defusing tensions stoked
by his own policy of fomenting and aiding Sikh
militant secessionism in India. General Per-
vez Musharraf ’s visit to a cricket stadium in
Delhi in 2005 came at a better time in the coun-
tries’ relations, but, in hindsight, foreshad-
owed the sharp reversal three years later. 

Watching cricket does not necessarily lead
to improved dialogue. But when two countries
are genuinely prepared to engage each other, a
grand sporting occasion can be a useful instru-
ment to signal the change. That is what the
“spirit of Mohali” has brought about. Now it is
time to see if and how that spirit translates into
genuine progress on the ground. 

The writer is a Congress MP
©Project Syndicate

wished to live in peace. India is, at bottom, a sta-
tus quo power that would like to be left alone to
concentrate on its economic development; Pa-
kistan is the troublesome rebel, needling and
bleeding its neighbour in an effort to change
the power balance and wrest control of a part
of Indian territory (Kashmir). Refusing to talk
didn’t change any of that, but it brought India
no rewards. On the contrary, it imposed a cost:
by appearing stubbornly truculent, India al-
lowed Pakistan to appear reasonable and con-
ciliatory, tarnishing India’s international im-
age as a constructive force for peace. 

The thaw engendered by the two prime
ministers —meeting, devoid of rancour, at a
major sporting event, which Pakistan narrow-
ly lost to India’s eventual world champions —
recognized that simply talking can achieve
constructive results. Dialogue can identify
and narrow the differences between the two
countries on those bilateral issues that can be
addressed. 

Of course, not every issue that divides In-
dia and Pakistan can be resolved across a table,
at least not right now. But specific problems
like trade, the military standoff on the Siachen
glacier, the territorial border at Sir Creek, and
water flows through the Wullar Barrage are
certainly amenable to resolution through dia-
logue. Progress on the big questions — the
Kashmir dispute and Pakistan’s use of terror-
ism as an instrument of policy — will require
much more groundwork and constructive,

ritory and institutions were being used to at-
tack and kill Indians. 

The fear in some circles in India remains
that Singh’s government has run out of ideas
when it comes to dealing with Pakistan —or at
least that it has no good alternatives to a coun-
terproductive military attack on the sources
of terrorism or a stagnant silence. Yet it is also
clear that “not talking” is not much of a policy.
Pakistan can deny its shared history with In-
dia, but India cannot change its geography. Pa-
kistan is next door, and it can no more be ig-
nored than a thorn piercing one’s side. 

India’s refusal to talk to Pakistan did con-
tribute, together with western (especially
American) diplomatic efforts, to securing
some initial Pakistani cooperation, including
the arrest of Lashkar-e-Taiba operative Zaki-
ur Rahman Lakhvi and six of his co-conspir-
ators. But this cooperation had dried up, and
India's continued reticence had long passed its
use-by date. The refusal to resume dialogue
had stopped producing any fresh results, and
the only argument that justified it —that it was
asource of leverage —gave some in India the il-
lusion of influence over events that the govern-
ment did not in fact possess. 

Ironically, it was India —the victim of ter-
rorist attacks financed, dispatched, and direct-
ed from Pakistan — that had come to seem in-
transigent and unaccommodating. The
transcendent reality of life on the subconti-
nent is that it has always been India that

Wariness about impact of ‘Mohali spirit’
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modern science and industry. Gandhi perceived
a profound violence at the heart of modern sci-
ence. He abhorred the practice of vivisection—
scientific experimentation that inflicts pain on
‘lower’ forms of life and justifies it as a valid
means in the pursuit of knowledge.

This, Gandhi believed, is wrecking havoc far
greater than the old forms of “might over right”.
It would not have surprised Gandhi to learn that
the second atomic bomb, the one dropped over
Nagasaki, was partly a means of experimenta-
tion. Closer to home, people displaced by indus-
trial projects are even today being told that some-
one has to pay the price for progress.

Third, since all this is seemingly remote from
our everyday lives, it is generally deemed to be
imperative that we continue to ignore Gandhi’s
civilizational vision. Even disasters like Bhopal,
Chernobyl, Deepwater Horizon or Fukushima
Daiichi are meant to be taken in our stride as part
of an inevitable element of risk in human exist-
ence. There is room to ask for better safety stan-
dards but virtually none to question the defini-
tion of progress.

Yes, the catastrophe in Japan might trigger a
comparative review of risk assessment between
different forms of energy. But what’s needed is a
collective introspection —not about specific
technologies but about basics. Just how much
energy do we need, rather than want? How much
is being wasted? How might we seek that vast
realm between the extremes of involuntary dep-
rivation and born-to-shop consumption?

It might help to focus on just two dimensions.
Distinguishing needs from wants can be creative
rather than frustrating. And respecting all forms

In the first half of the 20th century, when
Gandhi was constantly raising these questions,
the conventional or dominant wisdom rejected
him as being backward – a throwback to the anti-
machine Luddites of the 19th century. Today,
with severe depletion of biodiversity and a red
alert on climate change, Gandhi seems ahead of
his time. But even then, the historical Gandhi
has a much larger presence. Why?

First, challenging the brute force of a political
class and its bureaucracy is a relatively simple
matter. There are offensive rules or policies and
actions —people mobilize to oppose them. While
he excelled in such mobilization, Gandhi repeat-
edly said that the departure of the viceroy and
his British officers would not give us true swaraj.

Second, Gandhi did not merely equate swaraj
with moral renewal. He linked it to challenging
and overthrowing “modern civilization”. By
this he meant, primarily, the amoral nature of

Is it time to let the ‘historical Gand-
hi’ fade into the background? At
first this question may seem ab-
surd. Pro-democracy protests in
the Arab world have recently dem-
onstrated the pervasive influence
of Gandhian methods in challeng-

ing oppressive regimes. Anna Hazare’s recent fast
at Jantar Mantar was heavy with Gandhian allu-
sions. All these protests draw on a relatively easy-
to-admire dimension of Gandhi —the one that
gives people confidence in truth and non-violence
as a force more powerful than guns and swords.

But it is the catastrophe at Japan’s Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear plant that compels us to focus more
closely on the ‘civilizational Gandhi’. Naturally,
this is an extremely difficult endeavour. Every gen-
eration since Independence has been taught to rev-
ere Gandhi's persona but assiduously ignore or rid-
icule his critique of modern civilization.

The historical Gandhi was a mere mortal, born
in 1869, who grew to extraordinary heights before
he was assassinated in 1948. Methods he devised for
speaking truth to power will continue to inspire
struggles against oppressive and corrupt regimes
for centuries to.

The civilizational Gandhi is a philosopher and
visionary who poses fundamental and trouble-
some questions. Is civilization about increase of
material comforts or is it about moral and spiritual
evolution? Is civilization to be equated merely with
clever machines or with greater harmony between
human systems and the natural world?

of life need not be a ticket back to the Stone Age.
But working with these possibilities might be-
come easier if we look at developments outside
the BRICS nations’ growth story.

Bolivia is about to pass the world's first law
granting nature equal rights to humans. The
Law of Mother Earth is the work of Bolivian
President Evo Morales, the first person from an
indigenous tribe to lead that country. The law
will redefine the country's rich mineral deposits
as "blessings" and is expected to lead to radical
measures to reduce pollution and control indus-
try. Even Ecuador has changed its constitution
to give nature "the right to exist, persist, main-
tain and regenerate its vital cycles.”

Such measures are not complete in them-
selves. They are part of a larger striving to rede-
fine progress. It is commonly argued that India
does not have the luxury to travel down this road
—it must concentrate on the known model of
growth and progress. In any case, where is the
alternative model?

But we don’t need a ready-to-install alterna-
tive model. Answers have to be found by individ-
uals, groups, companies and governments by
re-examining goals —putting functional conve-
nience in the background and values in the fore-
ground. We could then engage with the civiliza-
tional Gandhi, not as an oracle who has all the
answers, but as someone who can help us think
things through.

The writer is a journalist

Let’s redefine ‘progress’ like Gandhi did
IN PRINCIPLE
RAJNI BAKSHI

DON’T IGNORE HIS CIVILIZATIONAL VISION
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My andawala,
Raeesmiya, is a
bent old man in
his 70s with a se-
rious heart con-
dition. He is orig-
inally from

Lucknow. Yes, he confesses tire-
dly, he’s a long way from home
and longs to retire there some
day. But he says, with a philo-
sophical shrug, he can’t think
of it, not at this stage of his life.
Why can’t he? His two sons are
doing well; his grandchildren
are healthy and happy; his wife
is willing to look after him in
the autumn of his life. What’s
his excuse? He leans forward,
looks over his shoulder surrep-
titiously and whispers,
‘Bhrashtachaar! I can’t handle
it any more. Mumbai has its
corruption. But Lucknow!
Hadh ho gayi.” He seems re-
signed to the thought of spend-
ing the remaining years of his
life cycling from building to
building, delivering bread and
eggs to his regular customers.
Over the years, i have seen the
bright gleam in his eyes re-
duced to a sad flicker when he
says, “Purana zamana hi theek
tha.” By that he means life un-
der the British! I wasn’t sure i’d
heard right the first time he
said that. So, he repeated it a
few more times. And we left it at
that. It’s a pretty damn depress-
ing comment for any citizen of
India to be making 63 years on.
But there it is.

I met Raeesmiya the morn-
ing after our historic World Cup
victory and asked him if he’d
watched the match on TV. Indeed
he had… his eyes were shining
again. Just like old times. What
did he think of the match? Dho-
ni? The team? He shut his eyes
and exclaimed, “If only Manmo-
han saab could learn from these
jawan boys! Just look at how
they have enhanced our desh ki
shaan. Wah! Allah ki dua!” After
a brief, euphoric chat, he picked
up his heavy basket and left. His
eyes were still shining. Well…
countless eyes were shining for
at least a week after Dhoni lifted
the magnificent Cup, along with
the spirits of a disillusioned and
angry nation. 

Comparisons and conclu-
sions between Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh and our crick-
et captain were inevitable. It was
all about effective leadership
and leading from the front.
Something poor Manmohan
Singh has never been able to do
(his hands and feet being tied).
Sachin (the Legend of Legends)
called Dhoni the best captain
he’d played under. That is a huge
compliment coming from the
Master Blaster. In the political
context, can Pranab Babu say
that in all honesty about our
PM? And, err... who will carry
Manmohan Singh on their
shoulders around the stadium
called India? Over a billion peo-
ple will happily do that for Anna
Hazare, though! 

One wonders what Manmo-
han Singh’s takeaway was from

the final game against worthy
opponents, Sri Lanka. Surely he
must have noticed a few of the
bold, unconventional, individu-
alistic and risky decisions tak-
en by Dhoni (changing the bat-
ting order being just one of
them)? And surely, he must have
applauded the manner in which
the entire team played as a tight-
ly knit, well-oiled winning ma-
chine, supporting each other’s
strengths, covering up weak-
nesses, all the way? 

How did Dhoni do it? Not by
waving a magic wand. Not
through bulldozing and badger-
ing. And certainly not by look-
ing the other way when his boys
were tripping up or losing
heart. Everybody agrees only
Dhoni could have pulled it off,
and as convincingly too because
Dhoni has shown over and over
again that he plays with a
straight bat. Simple. And ex-
pects the same from his team.
Dhoni also doesn’t play favou-
rites and treats every player
with the same respect. Dhoni is
smart enough to realize he
doesn’t have all the answers and
seeks the guidance of seniors,
even juniors, besides listening
attentively to the team manager.
Dhoni audaciously puts him-
self on the line when he has to
(Sreesanth!) and takes his
chances when he needs to (mak-
ing Sachin bowl). He’s a man
who knows his mind and speaks
it (no mincing words, not even
about his earlier lacklustre per-
formances). He has trans-
formed what was considered a
good team into a world class one
through strategic planning and
total commitment.

This spectacular win was no
fluke. The first people to admit
as much are his critics and they
do so ungrudgingly. There is
much to learn from Dhoni. And
if Manmohan Singh keeps his
eyes, ears and heart open, it’s
still not too late to start revers-
ing the damage done to a
bruised nation. A leader who’s
good at his job instinctively re-
alizes when to push ahead and
when to back off. A leader also
knows whom to give credit to…
in Dhoni’s case, that one person
was clearly Sachin, but he made
sure all the other key players in
India’s win (Gautam, Virat, Za-
heer and of course, Yuvraj)
were duly acknowledged, as was
every player in the team. Dhoni
demonstrated admirable re-
straint (that’s one powerful trait
he shares with the prime minis-
ter) all through the dramatic
season. Perhaps, that’s the key
common attribute that Manmo-
han Singh should capitalize on
and adopt —Dhoni’s Mr Cool at-
titude. No matter what the prov-
ocation. Tough, but achievable.

Team India has shown the
world what it’s capable of on the
cricket field. It’s high time the
other Team India scores a simi-
lar victory in the global arena.
Come on, Manmohan Singh – go
for it! If all else fails, induct
Dhoni into your cabinet! For all
our sakes.

What PM should
learn from Dhoni
POLITICALLY 
INCORRECT
SHOBHAA DE
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Is it possible to run
a 21st century
economy, galvan-
ized by 22nd centu-
ry ideas and social
networks, with a
20th century bu-

reaucracy, interpreting 19th cen-
tury laws? One of the few institu-
tions created by the British,
which has survived the test of
time in more ways than one, and
yet had some notable failures is
the Indian Administrative Ser-
vice (IAS).

Despite prodigious reforms,
the IAS has seen limited change.
This is a cause for concern. The
classic Westminster model, on
which the IAS is founded, postulat-
ed that while politicians would de-
bate and legislate policy, the civil
service would execute it. This has,
over the years, been turned on its
head. Politicians have found it
profitable to get into every aspect of
execution and indulge in rampant
corruption, while the civil service
is left to write something that pas-
ses off as policy. Add to this the in-
creasing criminalization of civil
servants’ political masters and the
influence of money power within
the system. The IAS urgently
needs reform if it is not to become
increasingly irrelevant to develop-
ment or be co-opted by the corrupt.

What must be done? First, the
IAS must not be a lifetime appoint-
ment. Initial appointment should
be for 15 years. After that, every of-
ficer’s performance should be
evaluated by a constitutional au-
thority such as the UPSC. The eval-
uation should be based on a 360-de-
gree kind of appraisal, which is
considered superior to traditional
forms of assessment. Inputs
should be sought from everyone —
superiors, peers, subordinates
and clients. The World Bank and
the UK’s bureaucracy successfully
follow this system.

Those who do not make the
grade after the evaluation and an
interview should be ‘put out to pas-
ture’. They could stay on at the
same level, pay and position for
three years, after which the com-
mission would evaluate them
again. Alternately, they could col-
lect a pension proportionate to
their years of service and move on.

If the officer does make the
grade, he can be hired through a
competitive process on seven-
year contracts, with specific per-
formance targets. For example, if
a new airport needs to be designed
and implemented, or if a Right to
Food Act needs to be drafted, the
respective ministries must adver-
tise and recruit IAS officers com-
petitively, based on their experi-
ence, aptitude and education. The
terms of the contract should in-
centivize performance. Their ac-

countability should be to the re-
sult, not just to the process.
Further, they should be given the
freedom to pick their own teams
and to reward or punish them.

Second, there must be quick
and visible punishment for de-
viant officers. The IAS, which mir-
rors Indian society, has its share of
people who shoplift, are corrupt,
access internet porn or harass
people sexually. They must be pun-
ished and removed from the ser-
vice after a fair and speedy trial.
This will have a salutary effect on
those who join the IAS for the
wrong reasons. Recently, Hima-
chal Pradesh removed two offi-
cers; Tamil Nadu did so too a few
years ago after they were convict-

ed of corruption. 
Third, promotions in the IAS

continue to be based on a mix of se-
niority and merit and the latter is
evaluated in a very subjective way.
In an era of intense scrutiny by the
media, CAG, CVC, CBI and the ju-
diciary, the natural incentive for
an honest officer is to shun initia-
tive and try not to make decisions,
to sign every file only after 20 oth-
ers have signed it. In contrast, E
Sreedharan broke with procedure
to give Delhi a world-class Metro.
There are several CAG reports on
his violations but had he not taken
the initiative to violate procedure,
the Metro would not have been
completed in time and under bud-
get. Unless the honest within the

IAS are protected, unless the all-
India conduct rules and their im-
plementation become more nu-
anced and less mechanical, initia-
tive will be stifled and officers will
be prevented from leaving the sys-
tem to learn modern tools, gather
rich global experience and return.
Officers will become frogs in the
well rather than eagles in the sky. 

In what is considered to be one
of the most rigorous contests in
the world, 500,000 of the brightest
in India write a year-long, multi-
stage examination, competing for
just 80 seats in the IAS—half of
which are reserved. The percent-
age of success is just 0.02%, rough-
ly the same as the IIT entrance ex-
am. Yet, something goes wrong
and it needs to be urgently ad-
dressed. Countless IAS officers
work selflessly every single day in
difficult circumstances. I chal-
lenge any corporate CEO in India
to report to a Mayawati or a Pappu
Yadav rather than a Ratan Tata or
a Narayana Murthy and still turn
out a market-friendly perform-
ance. The IAS is merely one sub-
sect of Indian society and reflects
both the bright sparks and its
problems.

The writer is an IAS officer.
Views expressed are personal

Prevent IAS steel from becoming bamboo
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RADICAL REFORM: Should a civil service job be a lifetime appointment?
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